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Sanitary section, 
2005 

Material: Rubber, lead, mercury, pipes, 

central mixer tap, door

Dimensions: Approx. 195 in x 393 in x 

97,5 in (WxLxH), (see map)

Fundament Foundation, Tilburg (NL), 2005

Sanitary section

2005

Rubber, lead, mercury, pipes, central mixer tap, door

Approx. 316 x 956 x 250 (wlh)
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Croxhapox, Gent (BE), 2006
Annie Gentils Gallery, Antwerpen (BE), 2006
Art Forum Berlin, Berlin (DE), 2007

Source

2006

Rubber, mercury, pipes, door, plexi glass, 

400 x 400 x 250 (wlh)

The installation is a square building containing one small 
dead end corridor. At the end of the corridor 4 symmetrical 
cabins (positioned 2 by 2) contain a pipe system. The pipes 
are leaking mercury



Military landscape II – model 

2005

cement, graphite, black pigment, mercury, 
tube lights (biolux), iron

100 x 250 x 375 (hwl)

Fundament Foundation, Tilburg (NL), 2005
7th International Biennial of Photography an Visual Art, Liège (BE), 2010



Vernehmerräume
(Hohenschönhausen Berlin, DE)

2006

12 images 

53 x 69 (hw) 
Fuji prints

Cells
(prison Hasselt, BE)

2006

48 images 

146 x 304 (hw)
Fuji prints

Cells
(political prison Sinop, TR)
2010

77 images 

200 x 200 (hw)
Fuji prints





Monument of post-political oblivion

2007

75 x 25 x 500 (hwl)
125 photos

‘A monument of post-political oblivion’ is based on the 
architecture of the infamous Nazi holiday camp Prora on 
the Baltic island of Rügen, built in 1936-1939 under the 
aegis of the Third Reich’s Kraft durch Freude (“strength 
through joy”) motto. The national-socialist holiday resort 
was never actually put to leisurely use as World War II 
ended the building activities. After the war, the Prora 
complex was transformed into a Soviet, and later on 
GDR, army barracks, which it remained until the fall of the 
Soviet Union in the early nineties. In its current ruinous 
state, the complex stands out as a colossal monument 
of post-political oblivion, a dismal yet imposing “requiem 
to socialism”, both of the nationalist and internationalist 
variety. 

Ernst Museum, Budapest (HU), 2009
KULAK,  Kortrijk (BE), 2007





Rooms

2007

Slideshow of the identical rooms of the Prora Building.
HD slideshow, 92 photos of interiors, 7 min. (flat screen 42”)

MuHKA, Antwerp (BE), 2008 
La Biennale en Art actuel de Québec, La Chambre Blanche, Québec (CA), 2008



Raatbouwtorens

2008

80 x 31 x 402 (hwl)

17 photos (lambda in diasec each) on standard, Iron or 
wood

Photos of the 17 watchtowers left of the original 148 
towers build in 1953. The towers are dispersed over the 
Netherlands mostly in small villages. The towers are build 
according 1 prototype but adjusted according to each 
specific context.

Ursula Blickle Stiftung, Kreichtal Unteröwisheim (DE), 2009
MuHKA, Antwerpen, 2008
Annie Gentils Gallery, Antwerpen, 2010





Photo Installation, Thermische Centrale UGent.
cooporation Ugent-VVIA-Interbellum (Belforten van de 
arbeid)

2007

Wood, 1200 photos, tube lights

220 x 130 x 610 (hwl)

The photo installation in the Turbine Hall of the Thermal 
Central of Ghent University is a pseudo-scientific research 
into the heritage objects in this room. The photographs 
record every meticulous detail of a large wall cupboard. 
The dead object is fully digitized. Key details are magnified 
and each of the 1200 recordings are annotated. The whole 
is full size 3D re-compiled, so a seemingly faithful replica of 
the object appears, pretending to be a mirror of the
past. In reality, the photographic imitation results in a 
subjective deformation. The whole feels like a mirage.

Thermische Centrale UGent, Gent (BE), 2007



Restpaviljoen

2008
art integration
Price Vlaamse Bouwheer 2009

glass bricks, doors, sanitary, hemispherical mirror

322 x 222 x 290 (lwh)

 Restpaviljoen is permanent on display in the public 
domain of the Psychiatric Hospital St. Norbert in Duffel. 
Restpaviljoen is an architectural intervention that makes a 
link between the demolished R- building with its distinctive 
structure and 19th century control system and a new 
building that replaces the demolished one on the property
A fragment of the sanitary room of the demolished building 
is like a frozen rest preserved in a glass chamber 

Sint Norbertus Institute, Duffel (BE)
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Viewmaster

2009

HD movie 
8 min
Flatscreen “42

644 x 243 x 250 (lwh)

 ‘Viewmaster’ is the brand name of a viewer for 
stereoscopic images; it was sold as a mass product 
together with 3D postcards. The appliance gives the viewer 
the odd impression of being part of the scene. Nowadays, 
the appliance is seen more as a toy than as an advanced 
system.  The images of  te HD movie ‘Viewmaster’ were 
recorded in a real building in Wünsdorf, a former Russian 
military base 60 km (40 miles) south of Berlin. The building 
is a small rotunda, built in a futuristic style; in the 1970s 
it was eclectically added to the classicist “Haus der 
Offizieren” (Officers’ House). The rotunda is found behind 
the House and can be entered through a long central 
passageway. The building only had one function: showing 
the fall of the Reichstag on 30 April 1945, by means of a 
diorama. The staging was meant to immerse the visitor 
in the painted battle, in combination with light and sound 
effects. Rubble, shells, helmets and other military flotsam 
were strewn over the “faux terrain” in front of the painting. 
‘Watching...’ was the raison d’être of this building The 
diorama was a prestige project, featuring on the program 
of all visitors to the “Haus der Offizieren”. After the fall of 
the Berlin Wall. Now, the rotunda shows a dark emptiness 
and only reflects its own construction. Fragmentary traces 
remind us of the original purpose. The slideshow moves 
around like a roving eye scanning the emptiness in search 
of proof in a crime scene; ‘Viewmaster’ stages the staging 
mechanism. 
The point of view of the painting is retraces in Berlin and 
photographed. These round shot images are part of the 
movie.

Sound engineering: Simon Williams
Editing: Stefan Siffer

Annie Gentils Gallery, Antwerpen (BE), 2009



Triënnale Hasselt, Hasselt (BE), 2010
Overpoort,- UGent, Gent (BE), 2011

Räume

2008

100 photos
fuji prints
installed in an installed room : 250 x 250 x 200 (lwh)

The Nazi era Zeppelin bunker served as a secret war-time 
communicatieons centre, covering an area of 14.500 m2 
below ground. The building stayed empty from 1994.
All the corridors and rooms are photographed.
Räume shows a selection of 100 blind rooms of a 
megalomanic maze.





Erecting towers

2009

series of 27 images

Fuji mounted in diasec

29,7 x 42 each (wh)

The series ‘Erecting towers’ is a selection from the image 
bank collecting towers. Towers as machines for seeing - 
both for being seen and for seeing further. They dominate 
the landscape. The open procedure of associatieons 
effortlessly links sites with a heavy historical burden  with 
trivial environments. 

Smart Project Space, Amsterdam (NL), 2008
Annie Gentils Gallery, Antwerpen (BE), 2009



Smart Project Space, Amsterdam (NL), 2008
Monumental, Bornem (BE), 2007

Mummified Landscapes

2008

Fulda Gap - Kleine Brogel – Wannsee - Prora - Florya-

Slideshow 26 photos 

“Mummified landscapes” deals with landscapes which 
have al played a fundamental role in the history and 
construction of Europe.
The main subject is the Fulda gap at the former German 
East-West border. The site resembles a Beckettian scene 
in which two watchtowers keep a close eye on each other, 
without anything essential happening. It is one of the rare 
occasions where American, Russian and East-German 
militaries previously observed each other, and even 
more unique that the watchtowers have been preserved. 
‘Mummified landscapes’ is a poetical narrative of seemingly 
picturesque landscapes. Historical and contemporary 
military landscapes that have been subject to loaded 
events are being linked without any geographical or spatial 
unity. The slide connects these images in a slow journey. 
Every now and then, within one and the same movement, 
the images are contaminated with noise, disrupting the 
romantic disposition. The images trace the surreal interplay 
between a natural aesthetic experience and beholding of 
historical sites that only become recognizable as such from 
our cultural memory.

Sound engineering: Simon Williams
Editing: Stefan Siffer



Fotofestival Breda, Breda (NL), 2010
Biennial contemporary art Sinopale, Sinop (TR), 2010
Annie Gentils Gallery, Antwerpen (BE), 2011
De Bond, Brugge (BE), 2012

Hosgeldiniz/Xwesh hatin/Welcome

2009/2010

Wall installation
325 images of 125 villages
1300 x 160 (lh)

Table installation:
325 images of 125 villages
1500 x 80 x 100 (lwh)

Travelling throughout South East Turkey, Turkey’s blind 
spot,  is an experience of the “guilty landscape”. During the 
civil war of the eighties and nineties, some 3.500 Kurdish 
villages have been evacuated and completely or partly 
destroyed. Hosgeldiniz/Xwesh hatin/Welcome is a project 
of photographing, if possible, all these ‘ghost villages’
The project aimes to give a portrait of the social identity in 
South East Turkey.
The disappearance of the ghost villages, be it 
spontaneously or by means of intentional demolition or 
conversion, is at the same time a loss of a part of Turkish 
and Kurdish identity.
Hosgeldeniz/Xwesh hatin/Welcome shows the destroyed 
villages as if it were a vast archaeological site. The 
unofficial Kurdish names of the villages are used to 
categorize them. All text (official and unofficial) present in 
the images are translated without hierarchical order.

Villages 
photographed 

Kumluca
Davudi
Koseveli
Xirar
Sara
Kivag
Nevala
Eskar
Nercik
Golagok
Kebapci
Enhel
Gerabiya
Guriza
Halak
Mizizeh
Sebebi
Hop
Dercem
Kafsenor
Erkend
Kewer
Tawek
Seyfiye
Zegeda
Cifane
Aket
Alipasa
Amrut
Arbo
Babahaki
Babine
Bacin
Badip
Bakyan
Baluka
Baresan
Basimte
Bepare
Biloka
Biloris
Birlik
Cilbeni
Deri
Derxus
Dilan
Diyarbakir
DudanEnwerd
Ers
Eskar
Fiil
Fis
Froma Abubekir
Garisa
Gelik Serkar
Geliye Osman
Gere Gondan
Germge
Girbebelik
Golika Geriyayi
Hababe

Hag
Harabe Miska
Hebise
Hecicerkez
Hedit
Heft Xweh
Hemziyan
Heridan
Hersen
Hindiliz
Hobaz
Insilk
Isgasa
Kafro
Kaniya Res
Kelhook
Kerik
Kevzin
Kewrênî
Kinik
Koginis
Kopelki
Kubek
Kurbeyt
Mardin
Masmaske
Melebike
Melebiye
Mendika (Jer)
Mendika (Jor)
Merce
Meskina
Mezirxelke
Mirika Delikandi
Motik
Nedera
Pirek
Qele
Regene
Sederi
Segmamut
Semikon
Semrax
Serbe
Sikeftan
Simetag
Sise
Taka
Tawisi
Tumok
Xanikan
Xerbeka
Xirbeariye
Xurbegura
Xurduse
Yandere
Yaydere
Yewre
Zaas
Ziyaret



Babahaki Birlik Kebapci Xurbegura Mizizeh Zaas Zaas Zaas

Bacin Bacin Sederi Sederi Sederi (Sirnak) Fill Germge

Dader Dader Dader Dader Baluka Motik Hedit Kelhook

Kelhook Seyfiye Seyfiye Seyfiye Seyfiye Geliye Osman Biloris Regene

Regene Baresan Baresan Erkend Erkend Kevzin Kevzin Koginis

Koginis Kumluca Guriza Guriza Halak Guriza Gerabiya Hop





Z33, Hasselt, (BE), 2011

Units of infinity

2011

monitoring room: 
wood, dark gray paint, dark, dark gray carpet, desk and 
chair, bench, 3 lcd monitors, 2 projectors, 5 media players, 
5 speakers.

The starting point for Units of Infinity is the city that lies 
behind the facades.
All the religious interiors of one city (Antwerp, Belgium) are 
recorded in pictures and sound recordings. The spaces 
are often set in strict social systems, voluntarily isolated 
through rigid rituals and all-encompassing beliefs. Units 
of Infinity seeks to represent the thin boundaries between 
intimacy, interior, identity and politics through a jumble of 
images and sounds that overlap, neutralize and nuance. 
They are brought together in a confined panoptic space, 
a monitoring room,  that seeks to control and outclass the 
all- seeing metaphysical eye.

Sound engineering: Simon Williams
Editing: Stefan Siffer

© photo: Kristof Vrancken, Z33







Annie Gentils Gallery, Antwerp (BE), 2015
Art Rotterdam, Rotterdam (NL), 2016

Eagle’s nest

2015

Slideshow with photo installation
5.53 min. HD (photoslideshow and soundmontage)
Photo’s: 3 panoramic views (300x20,64 / 187x20,64 / 259x36) 
archival print mounted on shelves.
2 portraits mounted directly on the wall.

Alamut was a mountain fortress located in Alamut region in the 
South Caspian province of Daylam near the Rudbar region in 
Iran, approximately 100 km from present-day Tehran. The name 
means ‘Eagle’s Nest’.
Under the leadership of Hasan-i Sabbah, Alamut became the 
site of intense activity for the Shi’a Nizari Ismai’li, along with a 
smaller subgroup known as the Assassins, between 1090 and 
1256 AD. During the medieval period, the castle functioned as 
the major stronghold of the Nizari Ismaili state. In 1256, Ismaili 
control of the fortress was lost to the invading Mongols.
After the Mongol destruction, the castle was of only regional 
significance, passing through the hands of various local powers. 
Today, it lies in ruins. 
Alamut has been an important source of inspiration, both 
politically and culturally, for many. Ranging from literature, 
such as the literary work of the Slovenian Vladimir Bartol and 
quotes in On the Genealogy of Morals by Friedrich Nietzche , 
to films and computergames such as for example The Lord of 
the Rings, Schadow of Mordor and Assassin’s Creed, even to 
the destructive political discourse and its setting of terrorist 
movements. The piece in the exhibition brings together parts of 
the absurd fragmentation and imagination on the empty place 
this ruin is today, under the title: 
“Nothing is true, everything is permitted”. A Supreme Ismaeli 
Motto



•      The best of things is what is hidden - That is why the garden is called Jannah - The Veiled or Conceiled



WZC Immaculata, extra muros MUHKA, Antwerp (BE), 2017

Storyboard

2017

model residencial care center for the elderly, Edegem 
(Antwerpen)

Storyboard is a walk through a jumble of corridors and rooms. 
A labyrinth is the backdrop for unlimited possibilities that are 
told in a limited number of stories.

Storyboard starts from the architecture of the care center.
The maze of corridors and rooms (common parts) are 
photographed and reconstructed into a labyrinthine whole. 
The settings take the form of spreads so that the building can 
be read as a book. In the folds of the spreads small photo 
fragments of the residents’ mindset based on their books are 
visible. As fragile bookmarks in the folds of the building. 
These fragments are subtle but give the building an absurd 
humanity.
In a second part of storyboard, the images are converted into a 
labyrinthine film.
The stream of images is used as a backdrop for a sound 
collage. The collage is a succession of short life stories that 
continuously interact. Each short story has its own focus and 
anecdotes. Due to the large number of recordings there is a 
continuous change from an individual perspective to a general 
perspective. 
No story fragment is assigned to specific people through 
annotation. 

HD photo montage (soundscape)
Approx. 15 min.

Model: 100 cm x 100 cm x 30 cm
Foamboard, photographs, table



Speaking in Tongues
Abundance
2018

Table with papers and projection
80cm x 80cm x 72cm

Abundance is an installation composed of books, 
texts and recordings. It represents a search 
through a spiritual and psychological maze of 
possibilities to construct social identity. 
Framed by a small table endlessness is shown by 
an abundance of framed perspectives.



Mastering the Curtains 
Phd KASKA/UA
2017

Mastering the Curtains is the result of an intensive research of 
2 perspectives in the Islamic Republic of Iran: on the one hand 
the public and transparent, on the other hand the hidden.
The project focuses on the political use of historical Sufism in 
the public space by means of Taziyeh performances, a popular 
street theatre in Iran, and on the political problematic situation 
of Sufi orders within current Iranian policy.
Originally, these seeming opposites have common ground in 
Iranian collective memory through a rendition of social and 
spiritual resistance.
This research consists of a continuous oscillation between 
exploration and self-reflection.
Reflections on religion, other and I, position and opposition, 
private and public, transparency and control are combined 
with series of images as in a ‘flow of consciousness’.
This results in a multi-media use of text, images and sound 
that boosts the simultaneity of places and times.The social 
potential of secular mysticism is distilled from this research.
The book Mastering the Curtains is published by Art Paper 
Editions.

Inbox, MUHKA, 2017, Antwerp (BE)
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